ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Biometric is a recently emerged and vastly increasing technology, which has numerous applications in forensics, surveillance and security. Primarily, biometric system identifies and recognizes human biological features such as fingerprints, iris, hand geometry, and face recognition. The human face considers to be a dynamic object exhibiting high erraticism due to its appearance and expressions. Moreover, face recognition is a challenging area in real time applications. Among other biometrics, face based recognition has advantages in terms of uniqueness. To describe the facial images acquired using camera or other sources various descriptors are available. An image descriptor can be region based/dense or contour based/discrete. A region based descriptor computes features on all the pixels of the image, while contour based descriptor computes on a subset of image pixels. The region based descriptors can be termed as global descriptors because these descriptors extract features by considering the entire image as a whole and represent the global characteristics of the image.
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Global Descriptors
Various global descriptors include Hu's (1962) seven moment invariants based on geometric moments, the three orthogonal rotation invariant moments (ORIMs) viz. Zernike moments (ZMs) (Teague, 1980) , pseudo Zernike moments (PZMs) (The and Chin, 1988) , and orthogonal Fourier Mellin moments (OFMMs) (Sheng and Shen, 1994) × are considered for computing image features. These techniques provide local characteristics of the image. They are computationally efficient as compared to region based approaches.
Hybrid Descriptors
In a recent study, it is observed that several hybrid approaches are being pursued (Jain and Vailaya, 1998; Wei et al., 2008; Qi et al., 2010; Singh and Pooja, 2011; Singh and Pooja, 2012) Hybrid approaches combine features from distinct modalities such as both global and local features of images are considered. Jain and Vailaya (1998) propose a hybrid approach in which local features of images are extracted using edge directions of contour points and invariant moments are used for extracting global features of images. They observe that by combining local and global features, the recognition rate increases significantly. Wei et al. (2008) propose another hybrid approach, which uses histograms of centroid distances (HCD) and contour curvature (CC) for local feature extraction. HCD provides satisfactory results. Nevertheless, CC requires second order derivative, which is prone to image noise. Besides, it does not provide adjacency relationship among boundary points. On the other hand, global features are extracted by using first four low order Zernike moments (ZMs). However, it has been observed that merely four low order ZMs are not sufficient enough to completely describe the entire aspects of the image (Singh and Pooja, 2011) . Another hybrid approach is suggested by Qi et al. (2010) . The global features are extracted using spatial distribution of feature points. In their approach, local features are obtained by using relation-
